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Abstract 

In this paper, we define EMRA-based USN metadata to describe sensor device, sensor node, and sensor 

network information at the application level. And the proposed method for effectively storing and retrieving 

USN metadata based on EMRA uses agent technology. As the sensor metadata proposed in this paper is based 

on SensorML, interoperability can be maintained in the USN environment, and the metadata management 

system can be directly utilized for metadata management in USN middleware or applications. 
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1. INTRODUCTION  

The USN (Ubiquitous Sensor Network) is a wireless sensor network called a ubiquitous sensor network. 

The USN environment for providing various services to users in the IoT environment is composed of numerous 

heterogeneous resources [1]. For interoperability between UNS resources and IoT center-based applications, 

metadata standards are required to express and exchange information on IoT-based sensor resources in a 

standardized form [2]. In addition, the requirements of applications for providing various services to users 

based on these USN resources are also different. In this paper, an IoT based USN metadata management agent 

using EMRA (Extended Metadata Registry Access) is proposed. The USN metadata resource is defined based 

on SensorML considering interworking with SensorML. Also, USN metadata using EMRA presented in this 

paper was defined as EMRA Query for a standardized data format considering interoperability [3,4]. USN 

metadata exists at the level of big data due to its characteristics, and it exists together with dynamically 

generated sensing data. Therefore, considering these characteristics, the USN metadata standard is still being 

studied at home and abroad. However, it is not easy to find studies to effectively manage USN metadata [5]. 

In this paper, considering the characteristics of USN metadata, propose a method for effectively storing and 

managing metadata based on it. The structure of this paper is as follows. Chapter 2 describes USN metadata 

using EMRA, and Chapter 3 describes the IoT-based USN metadata storage management agent using EMRA 

proposed in this paper. Chapter 4 describes the effectiveness of performance evaluation. Finally, Chapter 5 

describes the future research direction along with the conclusion. 

 

2. Related Work 

SensorML [6] is one of the standards proposed by OGC for Sensor Web Enablemen (SWE). It provides a 
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standard model that includes the data measured from the sensor and information from the sensor. The purpose 

of SensorML is to model processes based on sensors, and to describe the USN information required to model 

the process. The Telecommunications Technology Association (TTA) recommends defining and using the 

USN metadata model by itself [7]. Since the purpose and purpose of TTA is to describe USN metadata purely, 

it is more metadata-oriented than SensorML, and is defined to describe information structurally and faithfully. 

However, since the standards proposed by SensorML and TTA are independent of each other, heterogeneous 

problems may occur when used together in the USN application or middleware side. 

 

3. USN CONFIGURATION BASED ON EMRA 

USN metadata using EMRA(Extended Metadata Registry Access)[3,4] proposed in this paper is composed 

as shown in Figure 1. In Figure 1, ‘SensorNetwork EMRA’ defines metadata about the sensor network. And 

‘System Intelligence EMRA’ defines a sensor node that includes a sensor, and ‘Element EMRA’ defines a 

sensor device as metadata. Each EMRA is each technically defined and linked by cross-reference as needed. 

'SensorNetwork EMRA' metadata can be associated with one or more 'System' metadata. In addition, ‘System’ 

metadata may be linked to one or more ‘Component’ metadata. The structure of this metadata looks similar to 

the USN metadata model proposed by TTA(TelecommunicationsTechnology Association) . However, in the 

metadata of TTA [8,9], ‘SensorNetwork EMRA’ node is placed at the top, ‘sensorNode’ node is connected as 

a child, and ‘transducer’ node is connected as a child node of ‘sensorNode’. Therefore, it is defined to describe 

metadata from top to bottom centering on the sensor network.  

 

 

Figure 1. USN Configuration Based on EMRA 

In this paper, metadata is not described with a focus on the sensor network, but the USN resource is divided 

into three parts and each independently describes the metadata. Each metadata is individually divided and 

described, and metadata can be linked by reference as needed. Therefore, while maintaining independence 

between each node, it is designed to flexibly cope with various center network environments. In SensorML, 

Element and System are defined to describe the physical process. This is similar to the concept of a sensor 

node and a transducer in the USN metadata model proposed by TTA [8,9]. However, SensorML does not 

define a separate part for describing a sensor network. Therefore, it is difficult to describe sensor network 

information using SensorML. In this paper, EMRA, which is the basis of USN metadata, is defined with the 

structure shown in Figure 2.  
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Figure 2. The Composition of The USN EMRA 

3. THE PROPOSED AGENT 

In addition to the EMRA-based USN metadata proposed in this paper, the USN metadata models of 

SensorML and TTA are all described in JSON. In the end, managing USN metadata is the same as managing 

data inside EMRA. Figure 3 is the agent configuration proposed in this paper. This agent is largely composed 

of DA (Demand Agent), EQA (EMRA Query Agent), and SA (Storage Agent) agents. The main modules are 

explained as follows. 

 

Figure 3. The Proposed Agent 
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⚫ Demand Agent: It analyzes the requirements of the User or Sensor Network Manager, and is 

responsible for calling the appropriate module according to the request. 

⚫ Storage Agent USN: Inserts, deletes, and updates metadata. 

⚫ EMRA Query Agent: Retrieves USN metadata stored in the repository. 

⚫ EMRA: When there is a request for USN metadata input, it acts as a coordinator to obtain 

information of sensor devices, sensor nodes, and sensor networks directly from the sensor network 

as needed. 

 

As shown in Figure 3, in the agent composed of four modules, the Sensor Network Manager communicates 

with the sink node of the sensor network. Then, the sensed data and USN metadata are collected and returned 

to the USN metadata management agent. If the user can input all USN metadata, this process can be omitted. 

However, in reality, the approach presented in this paper is necessary because there is meta-information that 

changes dynamically such as power remaining in Node among USN metadata. Figure 4 shows the flow of the 

EMRA-based USN metadata management system. As shown in Figure 4, the user makes a request from the 

Demand Agent. Demand Agent delivers MLmeta to Storage Agent after analysis, and USN Metadata Repo 

executes metaFactQuery. The Demand Agent that has returned the query execution result delivers the 

EMRAQuery to the EMRA Query Agent. EMRA Query Agent returns the results of Query execution through 

USN Metadata Repo, and creates the Query as a Json document. After that, the user transmits the sensor data 

from the Sensor Network Mgmt as a Json-based Query, and the result is returned. 

 

 

Figure 4. Sequence of USN metadata management System based on EMRA 

Figure 5 is an algorithm that creates a master table for storing USN metadata based on EMRA and sets the 

relationship. This algorithm applies a binary approach that creates one master table for each node. The number 
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of EMRA master tables created in the DB will be as many as the number of node types that exist in the USN 

metadata of a single global schema. Then, the relationship mapping between tables is set to 1:1, 1:n and n:m 

by repeating the number of master table rows by attribute value matching.  

 

 
Figure 5. Algorithm 

 

For USN metadata, it is a very natural approach to use EMRA Query, a standard query word for XML data 

search, for USN metadata search. However, since USN metadata is stored in the RDB in the form of a table, 

data cannot be retrieved using EMRA Query directly. In other words, in order to process the EMRA Query 

query queried by the user, it must be converted into a SQL query suitable for the relational table structure 

proposed in this paper and processed. Also, the resulting SQL result set must also be converted into XML data, 

which is the result of the EMRA Query query, and returned. Figure 6 shows the EMRA Query query and the 

converted SQL query. The content of the EMRA Query query is to return the entire USN metadata document 

whose 'gml:id' attribute value is 'SN120_0001' among element nodes with 'sml:System' as the tag name. To 

convert this into an SQL query, all records with the id attribute value of 'SN120_0001' are taken from the table 

'sml_System' where the node named 'sml:System' is stored. At this time, each record must be joined with a 

record whose Path table value is '/sml:SensorML/sml:memebr/sml:System'. Also, to find the correct path, the 

correct parent node is found by searching which record ID in the ‘sml_SensorML’ table the ID of the record 

selected from the 'sml_System' table is derived from. 
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Figure 6. EMRA Query query and converted SQL query 

 

4. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION 

The performance evaluation software and environment of this paper are as follows.  

- Execution environment: VMware, MySQL, Linux Ubuntu 5 nodes, Sensor nodes 10, Windows server with 

metadata deployed. 

- Experimental setup: Assume that a total of 5 queries of 5000K and 20000KB are performed for each node 

for the USN metadata size, and there is no index in the relational database. 

Figure 7 shows the results of measuring the time taken to execute the EMRAQ5 query while increasing the 

size of USN metadata from 5000KB to 20000KB by 5000KB. As can be seen from Figure 7, the method 

proposed in this paper shows excellent performance independent of the data size. This is probably because it 

is possible to directly access a specific node using the path table. The relational database used for performance 

evaluation is the result of storing USN metadata as the most basic storage method without registering USN 

metadata schema or using any index for search and executing EMRA Query query. Therefore, it is difficult to 

directly compare the two methods. However, in this paper, since standard SQL queries are used, a method for 

storing and retrieving metadata is proposed regardless of the type of relational database. 
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Figure 7. Performance evaluation for scalability property 

 

5. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, EMRA Query is presented to effectively store and manage USN metadata. For efficient storage 

and retrieval of EMRA-based metadata, a new method is used that takes only the advantages of the existing 

methods for managing XML data and removes the disadvantages. This is possible because the characteristics 

of USN metadata are considered. In addition, this paper provides a user interface for general users to easily 

use the USN metadata management system, and evaluates its performance by implementing a metadata 

management system prototype. The results of this paper can be referenced to define international standard 

metadata for describing USN resources in a sensor network environment in the future. In addition, since the 

USN metadata management system is designed independently of the application or environment, it is expected 

that it can be used directly for metadata management in USN middleware or USN applications in the future. 
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